
How to Study for the MPJE 
Provided by former Commissioner Steven Anderson 

1. Read and study the online (not PDF) version of the DEA Pharmacists Manual including the

hyperlinks to Title 21.  A full read through takes about 3 hours.  If you know this well, you

should be able to answer about half the MPJE exam questions.  You may need to read this more

than once.  (See link in Federal Law Study Guide Links attachment)

2. Know federal regulations pertaining to the PPPA, general USP 795, 797 and 800

compounding requirements, FDA good manufacturing practices for 503A and 503B pharmacies

as well as repackaging, FDA RX and OTC labeling requirements, misbranding vs. adulteration,

and rules concerning pseudoephedrine sales.  (See Federal Law Study Guide Links attachment)

3. Make an outline of Washington using the NABP Survey of Pharmacy Law, which you can

purchase at https://nabp.pharmacy/publications-reports/publications/survey-of-pharmacy-law/ .

Review applicable laws and rules on the Pharmacy law webpage highlighting details to fill in

your outline

(https://www.doh.wa.gov/LicensesPermitsandCertificates/ProfessionsNewReneworUpdate/Phar

macyCommission/Laws).

This should take you about two days, and you can go back and review the highlighted 

information and your outline several times, including the day of the exam.  The Survey is $195, 

but shows you the areas you need to focus on.  It is definitely worth it if you plan to sit for 

MPJE's in multiple states.  As Survey results are obtained from state boards of pharmacy, there 

are on rare occasion slight errors and omissions.  You should be able to discern these while 

studying the law book. 

4. The NAPLEX/MPJE Application Bulletin available on the NABP website contains an

excellent list of competencies beginning on page 35.  Answering these questions in relation to

state law will definitely help you be prepared for the exam.  The link is:

https://nabp.pharmacy/programs/mpje/ .  Also consider taking the pre/MPJE practice exam

https://nabp.pharmacy/programs/mpje/pre-mpje/ .

5. Read the last two years' worth of the Washington PQAC Newsletters.  Go to

https://nabp.pharmacy/boards-of-pharmacy/washington/.

6. Go to https://quizlet.com/  and search Washington MPJE.  Put in print format and use that as a

pre-test.  There is also a federal version that is very helpful.  Please be aware that there may be

errors or outdated answers to the questions.  It is recommended that Quizlet be used after all

other studying is complete.
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• The MPJE is a computer-adaptive examination based in a nationally uniform content blueprint

with questions that are tailored to assess the pharmacy jurisprudence requirements of individual

states.

• The MPJE consists of 120 multiple-choice questions, 20 of which are designated as pre-test

questions that do not affect the candidate’s score. The examination content blueprint, which is

the percentage of questions asked in each of the MPJE competency areas, is uniform for all

candidates.

• The individual questions within each content area will differ from candidate to candidate,

depending upon their ability level as estimated by the computer’s technology. Therefore,

candidate scores are not based solely on the number of correct answers, but on an estimate of the

candidate’s ability level based on the difficulty of the questions and the number of questions

answered correctly. Taking a little extra time to answer the difficult questions will give a higher

score than just guessing and moving on to the simpler questions.

• The questions may appear arbitrary and answers incomplete, requiring a judgment call. The idea

is to mimic real practice settings. Acting in the patient's benefit is always a good choice if faced

with a dilemma.

• Read the question and all the answers TWICE before selecting an answer. It is easy to misread a

question and jump to an incorrect conclusion.

 Reminder:



Washington Law Study Guide Links 

 

Who Can Prescribe in Washington State? 

https://www.doh.wa.gov/LicensesPermitsandCertificates/ProfessionsNewReneworUpdate/Pharm

acyCommission/WhoCanPrescribeandAdministerPrescriptions 

Policies, Procedures, and Guidelines 

https://www.doh.wa.gov/LicensesPermitsandCertificates/ProfessionsNewReneworUpdate/Pharm

acyCommission/PoliciesandProcedures 

WA RCW’s & WAC’s 

https://www.doh.wa.gov/LicensesPermitsandCertificates/ProfessionsNewReneworUpdate/Pharm

acyCommission/Laws 

WA Pharmacy Commission Website 

https://www.doh.wa.gov/LicensesPermitsandCertificates/ProfessionsNewReneworUpdate/Pharm

acyCommission/Laws 

Bill Fassett’s General Review Questions to Prepare for State Law Exams 

https://pharmacy.wsu.edu/documents/2017/12/questions-state-pharmacy-law-exams.pdf/ 
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Federal Law Study Guide References 

 

Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)  

• Pharmacist’s Manual: 
https://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/pubs/manuals/(DEA-DC-046)(EO-
DEA154)_Pharmacist_Manual.pdf#search=pharmacist%20manual  

 

Poison Prevent Packaging Act 16 CFR 1700 (refer to summary below)  

• PPPA Guide for Healthcare Professionals:  

(https://www.cpsc.gov/PageFiles/113945/384.pdf) 

 

Prescription Drug Marketing Act - may be accessed at: 

• https://www.fda.gov/regulatoryinformation/lawsenforcedbyfda/significantamendmentstot

hefdcact/prescriptiondrugmarketingactof1987/default.htm 

 

FDA statutes governing Recalls, Misbranding, Adulterated Drugs  

• http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfCFR/CFRSearch.cfm?fr=7.3&Searc

hTerm=recalls 

• https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2010-title21/html/USCODE-2010-title21-

chap9-subchapV-partA-sec352.htm 

• https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2010-title21/html/USCODE-2010-title21-

chap9-subchapV-partA-sec351.htm 

 

The Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDCA)  

• FDA regulations governing labeling directions  

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/21/chapter-9 

http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRSearch.cfm?fr=201.57 

 

FDA regulations governing Patient Package Inserts  

• http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfCFR/CFRSearch.cfm?fr=310.515 

• http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfCFR/CFRSearch.cfm?fr=310.501 

 

FDA Compliance Policy Guides 

• https://www.fda.gov/ICECI/ComplianceManuals/CompliancePolicyGuidanceManual/def

ault.htm 

 

Federal Limits on Pseudoephedrine Containing Products 

• https://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/meth/cma2005.htm 

 

Drug Supply Chain Security Act 

• http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guid

ances/UCM453225.pdf 

• http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guid

ances/UCM400470.pdf 
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Federal Law Study Guide References 

 

  

FDA: 

• Compounded Drug Products that are Essentially Copies of Approved Drug Products 

Under Section 503A:  

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guid

ances/UCM510154.pdf 

  

• Compounded Drug Products that are Essentially Copies of Approved Drug Products 

Under Section 503B: 

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guid

ances/UCM510153.pdf 

 

 

Title Volume Chapter 
Browse 

Parts 
Regulatory Entity 

Title 21 

Food and 

Drugs 

1 I 1-99 Food and Drug Administration, Department of 

Health and Human Services  2 100-169 

3 170-199 

4 200-299 

5 300-499 

6 500-599 

7 600-799 

8 800-1299 

9 II 1300-1399 Drug Enforcement Administration Department of 

Justice 

III 1400-1499 Office of National Drug Control Policy 
 

 

https://in.bulalaw.com/rd/1299488/12800
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https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=c4af45d24b33f1cb8e46f6c385d262dc&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title21/21cfrv2_02.tpl#0
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DEA Pharmacist Manual Questions 

 
https://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/pubs/manuals/pharm2/pharm_manual.pdf#search=pharmaci

st%20manuaL  

Registration Requirements   

1. What is required before any controlled substances can be dispensed, administered, 

possessed, or stored? 

2. What does the DEA require of every potential registrant before issuing a DEA 

registration?  

3. How often must a DEA registration be renewed? 

4. If the pharmacy changes location, does the pharmacy need a new DEA Registration? 

5. If the modification is approved, does the DEA issue a new certificate of registration and 

new DEA Form 222’s? 

6. What should the registrant do with the old active DEA Registration? 

7. If a pharmacy closes or ceases dispensing controlled substances, what must be done with 

the DEA Registration and the unused 222 forms? 

8. If a pharmacy transfers its business operations (sale) to another pharmacy, who does the 

pharmacy notify and when? 

9. Does the transferring pharmacy need to take a controlled substance inventory and if so, 

when? 

10. Does a copy of the inventory need to be sent to the DEA? 

 

Transfer or Disposal of Controlled Substances 

1. How does the transferring pharmacy transfer CII controlled substances to the receiving 

pharmacy? 

2. What should the transferring pharmacy do with its controlled substance records? 

3. To whom can a pharmacy transfer expired or unwanted controlled substances for 

destruction? 

4. What is required to dispose of CII controlled substances? 

5. How does a reverse distributor notify the DEA when controlled substances are destroyed? 

 

Security Requirements   

1. How and when should a pharmacy notify the DEA of controlled substance theft or 

significant loss? 

2. Must a pharmacy also notify law enforcement or state regulatory agencies (i.e. Board of 

Pharmacy)? 

3. Can the pharmacy have its corporate parent notify the DEA of the theft or loss? 

4. What else must the pharmacy do with regard to report the theft or loss? 

5. When must the pharmacy file the Form 106 with the DEA? 

6. What if the pharmacy determines there is no theft or loss after notifying the DEA? 

https://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/pubs/manuals/pharm2/pharm_manual.pdf#search=pharmacist%20manuaL
https://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/pubs/manuals/pharm2/pharm_manual.pdf#search=pharmacist%20manuaL


DEA Pharmacist Manual Questions 

 
7. How does the pharmacy determine what is “Significant Loss”? 

8. How is a loss reported if it occurs in transit, either to or from the pharmacy, and who 

reports it? 

9. Who reports an in-transit loss from a Central Fill Pharmacy? 

10. Does breakage and spillage of controlled substances constitute a loss? 

11. What two ways may controlled substances be stored in the pharmacy? 

 

Recordkeeping Requirements 

1. How long must pharmacies maintain controlled substance records? 

2. How must controlled substance records be maintained? 

3. What controlled substance records are required to be maintained? 

4. Can a pharmacy store records centrally?  If so, how, and does that include all records? 

5. How long does the pharmacy have to produce the records upon a request by the DEA? 

6. How must pharmacies file controlled substance prescription hardcopies? 

7. What if the controlled substance prescriptions are electronic? 

8. Can the pharmacy keep both electronic and hardcopy prescriptions of controlled 

substance prescriptions transmitted electronically? 

 

Inventory Requirements 

1. What are the inventory requirements for CII, III, IV, and V controlled substances? 

2. When must a pharmacy take a controlled substance inventory? 

3. What must be included in the inventory? 

4. Does the DEA require the pharmacy name, address, DEA number, and signature of the 

person responsible for taking the inventory? 

5. On what date must the biennial inventory be taken? 

6. When a drug not previously listed as a controlled substance is scheduled or a drug is 

rescheduled, when must it be inventoried by the pharmacy? 

 

Ordering Controlled Substances  

1. When is a DEA Form 222 required? 

2. When ordering DEA 222 forms, how many forms come in a book and how many books 

may be ordered at one time by the pharmacy? 

3. What are the colors of the three copies of DEA Form 222 and what happens to each copy 

in the order process? 

4. Can a supplier accept a DEA Form 222 that contains minor misspellings of the drug 

name, or the size and strength have been entered incorrectly? 

5. Can a supplier fill in sections on a DEA Form 222 that have been omitted by the 

purchaser? 

6. Can the supplier substitute five packages of 100 if the purchaser requests one package of 

500? 

7. Can a purchaser void a line on a DEA Form 222? 



DEA Pharmacist Manual Questions 

 
8. Can a supplier void part or all of a purchaser’s order on a DEA Form 222? 

9. Who may sign a DEA Form 222? 

10. To how many individuals can a registrant issue power of attorney? 

11. When can a supplier not fill a DEA Form 222 submitted by a purchaser and what must 

the supplier do with the two copies of the form received? 

12. What must the purchaser do if a DEA Form 222 is unacceptable to the supplier? 

13. What must a pharmacy do if a completed DEA Form 222 that has been sent to the 

supplier is lost? 

14. What must a pharmacy do if unused DEA Forms 222 are lost or stolen? 

15. What records must a pharmacy keep after receiving controlled substances? 

 

Valid Prescription Requirements 

1. In addition to drug name, strength, dosage form, quantity, directions, and refills (if any), 

what four elements are required on a controlled substance prescription? 

2. What are the requirements for a prescriber to issue controlled substance prescriptions? 

3. What are the signature requirements for controlled substance prescriptions? 

4. What is meant by the term “valid prescription”? 

5. Can a practitioner write a prescription for controlled substances for office use? 

6. What is meant by “corresponding responsibility”? 

7. Can a practitioner prescribe or dispense a narcotic CIII - V controlled substance for 

maintenance of detoxification treatment?  If so, under what conditions? 

8. Can a practitioner prescribe a narcotic CII controlled substance for maintenance and 

detoxification treatment? 

9. How can a practitioner write a controlled substance prescription without a personal DEA 

registration? 

 

Dispensing Requirements 

1. What warning is required by the FDA on prescription label for a controlled substance? 

2. To whom can a pharmacist dispense a controlled substance? 

3. Can a pharmacist dispense an emergency CII controlled substance without a written or 

electronic prescription? 

4. Can a central fill pharmacy dispense an emergency CII prescription? 

5. What are the special restrictions on the issuance of multiple CII controlled substance 

prescriptions for the same drug at the same time? 

6. Explain the restrictions on partial filling of CII controlled substance prescriptions. 

7. A CII controlled substance can be refilled under what specific circumstances? 

8. Under what three circumstances does the DEA allow a facsimile of a non-emergency CII 

prescription to substitute for a written or electronic CII prescription? 

9. What changes/additions may a pharmacist make on a CII controlled substance 

prescription? 

10. What must be included on the prescription label for a controlled substance prescription 

filled at a central fill pharmacy? 



DEA Pharmacist Manual Questions 

 
11. What are the retail pharmacy record keeping requirements for controlled substance 

prescriptions transmitted by a retail pharmacy that are filled at a central fill pharmacy? 

12. What are the central fill pharmacy record keeping requirements for controlled substance 

prescriptions transmitted by a retail pharmacy that are filled at a central fill pharmacy? 

13. A CIII – V controlled substance prescription may be refilled a maximum of 5 times and 

expires in 6 months.  How many times can the prescription be refilled if the quantity 

dispensed is less than the quantity written? 

14. What information must be recorded on a prescription transferred verbally or by facsimile 

from another pharmacy? 

15. What are the requirements for dispensing a CII – V controlled substance without a 

prescription? 

 

Other Controlled Substance Regulations 

1. What are the USPS packaging requirements for mailing controlled substances? 

2. Can a controlled substance prescription be mailed to a person in a foreign country? 

3. What must a pharmacy have to dispense controlled substances from an ADDD in a 

remote location? 

4. What is the “Five Percent Rule”? 

 

Combat Methamphetamine Epidemic Act of 2005 

1. What are the requirements of retailers under the CMEA in regards to ephedrine and 

pseudoephedrine sales? 

2. What are the recordkeeping requirements under the CMEA? 

3. What are the purchasing requirements under the CMEA? 

4. What are acceptable forms of purchaser ID under the CMEA? 

 

 

 

 

 



Questions Answer--WA Reference

Pharmacy Quality Assurance Commission     

How many members serve on the PQAC? How many are public 

members?

What are the qualifications to being a pharmacist on the PQAC?

How long can you serve on the PQAC?

Licensing  

What are the requirements to get licensing

When do you renew your license

What are the CE requirements?

How do you inactivate a license? 

How do you reinstate an inactive license? 

Prescriptive Authority  

What is the prescribing authority of the following: 

1. MD

2. DO

3. DVM

4. DPM (podiatry)

5. Naturopathy

6. Optometry

7. PA

8. ARNP

9.Chiropractor

10. Dentist

Can a dentist prescribe fluconazole with an antibiotic for patients with 

frequent yeast infections?

Can an Anesthesiologist prescribe atorvastatin?

What prescriptions can you accept from out of state providers

Who can prescribe a controlled substance 

Control Substances   

What are the requirements on a CII hard copy?

How long are CII valid?

How can a CII be sent to the pharmacy?

Can you dispense a CII without a prescription in emergencies?

How many times can CII be refilled?

What is the CII day supply limitiation?

What changes/additions can you make on a CII?

Is the MD's name and DEA # on Rx written by midelvel practitioner 

required on the prescription?

How many CS can be on one blank

Is documentation of justification for early refills of CS required?

Is ID required for pick up of CS?

How long are CIII-IV valid?

What is the days supply limitation on CIII-IV?

How many times can CIII-IV be refilled?

How many times can you transfer a CIII-IV

How long are CV valid

Can CV be OTC



Questions Answer--WA Reference

Are there any scheduled drugs that differ from the federal schedule? 

(Ie: gabapentin)

Can a doctor self prescribe?

Pharmacy Requirements

what are the requirements of the pharmacy practice site?

Is a consultation area required?

Who has access to the pharmacy?

Who can purchase legend drugs for use in their practice?

Who can possess CSA and keep them onsite?

Who has dispensing authority?

Which of the following can prescribe CSA drugs (and which class?):  

OD, NP, clinical nurse specialist, PA, midwife, nurse midwife, 

chiropractor, clinical psychologist, PT, RT, pharmacist

What prescriptions can you accept from out of state providers?

How long are prescriptions for legend drugs valid from the date 

issued

Is there a maximum number of refills allowed for legend drugs? 

What is it?

Is there a max # refills allowed for C5? What is it? Are the number of 

refills for C3 and C4 the same as federal or less

Any special requirements for CII RX? If so, what?

Which of the following must be on the label of an outpt rx: pt 

address, quantity, exp date, lot number, name of drug, RPH initials, 

technician initials, pharmacy phone number? other items?

Can the prescribed brand name be placed on the label when a 

generic is dispensed? If so, what wording is required?

How does a pharmacist determine whether a particular generic drug 

is suitable as a substitute for a brand name drug?

Must generic savings be passed on to the patients? if so, what 

proportion and how determined?

How can a prescriber indicate that substitution is or is not permitted?

Do patients have the option of demanding the brand name when 

subsitution is permitted? how about pt whose rx are paid for by 

public funds?

What documentation is required of the pharmacist when product 

interchange is performed?

◘ therapeutic drug interchange: a switch to a drug providing similar 

therapeutic response to the one prescribed (biosimilars)

Under what conditions, if any, is therapeutic substitution allowed?

What are the different classes of pharmacies?

What minimum sets of references, products, or equipment are 

required for all community pharmacies?

Do pharmacy hours have to be posted? where?

Can the store be open but the pharmacy department be closed? 

under what requirements?



Questions Answer--WA Reference

Do pharmacist licenses have to be on display? the original or official 

copy? is a photocopy ok? can you obscure your address on the copy 

displayed to the public?

Are there any required notices that must be displayed to the public?

How much counter space must a pharmacist/intern have for filling 

prescriptions or compounding?

Is a separate pt counseling area required?

Is OBRA counseling required for Medicaid only or for all pt?

How must the offer to counsel be made?

Does the offer to counsel need to be documented? Does the refusal 

of the offer need to be documented? how?

Is counseling required on new rx, refills, or both?

Can printed materials satisfy the counseling requirement? under 

what circumstances?

What about rx that are delivered or mailed to pt?Are there any special requirements for mail order pharmacies?

Under what circumstances may a pharmacist fill prescriptions written 

in another state?

Is there any provision for dispensing an emergency refill supply of 

legend drugs when there are no refills left and the prescriber cannot 

be contacted? what is allowed/required?

Are pt profiles required for all pt?

What information is required on the profile?

What use of the profile is required? review prior to dispensing new 

rx? review prior to refills?

Can a pt refuse to give certain info for the profile? if so, must the 

refusal be documented, and how?

What are the requirements for use of computers to process rx?

what must be done if the computer system goes down?

Is there any requirement for use of computers to process 

prescriptions? Who must sign the printout?

Can a pharmacist legally repackage another pharmacy's 

prescription?

Can legend drugs prescriptions be faxed? Under what 

circumstances and requirements?

Can legend drug prescriptions be transferred electronically (by 

computer)? Under what circumstances and requirements?

Under what circumstances are faxed CSA prescriptions allowed?

Can refills of legend drugs be transferred from one pharmacy to 

another? Can they be transferred back?

Can an intern transfer refills?

Must information regarding the transfer of legend drugs be recorded 

on the hard copy of the original rx, or can it merely be recorded on 

the computer?

What information must be recorded by the transferring pharmacy?

What information must be placed on the original copy of the 

transferred rx by the receiving pharmacy?
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Is it possible for pharmacies under a common ownership to share a 

single pt/rx database? If so, what are the rules for rx transfer?

How long must the pharmacy maintain the following records: original 

rx, refill records, drug purchase records, pt profiles? Are any of these 

different for CSAs? If any of these can be maintained on computer, 

how long do they need to be maintained 'online'?

Must every pharmacy have a pharmacist in charge (PIC)?

Are they any special requirements to be PIC?

May 1 person be the PIC for more than one pharmacy?

When must the BOP be notified of any of the following: change in 

PIC, change of pharmacy address, closing or sale of pharmacy, 

change of pharmacy phone number, change of an individual 

pharmacist's address, change of an intern's address, change of 

tech's address, change of person's name?

What must be on the label of a unit-dose or single-dose package of 

a legend drug dispensed for a pt in a hospital or nursing home?

What must be on the label of a multiple dose container dispensed for 

a pt in the hosp? In a nursing home?

What is required on the label of a parenteral solution dispensed to a 

pt for home infusion therapy?

What is required on the label of a radiopharmaceutical agent?

What are special requirements, if any, to be a nuclear pharmacist?

Can transfers of refill information be faxed between pharmacies?

How rapidly must a pharmacy respond to a pt's request to amend 

the information in his or her medication record?

May a pharmacy transmit a pt rx claim information electronically to a 

third party payor w/o the pt having provided written consent to the 

payor or the pharmacy?

When must a pharmacy provide a copy of its Notice of Privacy 

Practices to a pt or other person requesting one?

How can changes in the NOPP be communicated to pt?

Can a non-custodial parent act on behalf of a minor to authorize 

disclosure of information in the pt medication record?

What is the max amount of PSE that can be sold OTC in an 

individual in a given day?

May pharmacists administer drugs? By which route(s)?

What are the requirements for immunizations administered by 

pharmacists?

To what extent are collaborative practice agreements allowed?

What is the status of carisoprodol? Tramadol?

Under what circumstances may a pharmacist refuse to fill a lawful 

rx?

What is the max ratio of interns to pharmacists?

What is the ratio of pharmacists to techs? Does it differ by setting?

What are the requirements for storage and accountability for 

controlled substances in a hospital?

What are the requirements for storage and accountability for CS in 

LTCF?

Are tech-check-tech programs allowed? Under what circumstances?
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Can techs fill IVs? Can techs fill or check drug dispensing 

machines?

What are the requirements for remote processing of prescriptions?

Is remote processing legal?

What are the requirements of OTC labeling?

When opening new pharmacy, does there have to be physical 

inspection before the pharmacy is licensed?

If pharmacy uses central fill facility, is there any documentation 

required to be sent to patient?

Is a patient profile needed for recipient of STD rx?

Can you fill a rx from a doctor in canada? which province?

Can a compounding pharmacy compound for vet office use?

Going to central fill, any special requirments for rx?

What is required for prescriber's agent to send a fax or call in an rx?

Manual signature requirement for faxed rx?

Can RPh administer drugs (b12, etc) w/o CDTA?

What needs to be on OTC if put in rx vial?

After hours access to pharmacy in hospital?

When does RPh license expire?

What are the requirements for a retired pharmacist license?

OPTIONAL

Continuing Pharmacy Education Requirements

Discipline of Pharmacy License

Licensure expiration

Change on a C2?

Pharmacist Self-Dispensing

Valid DEA#

DEA Letters

Prescription records maintanied for 2 years

Absence of pharmacist from hospital pharmacy

Early Refill of opthalmic products

Provision of drugs to ambulance and aid services

Commission powers and Duties

Schedule I

Schedule II

Schedule III

Schedule IV

Schedule V

New Pharmacy registration

Termination of Registration

Transfer of Business

Information included

SLCP - Scheduled Listed Chemical Products

Transfer of Controlled Substances

Disposal of controlled substances

Employment Waivers

Theft or significant loss
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Significant loss

In-Transit Loss

Breakage or Spillage

Robberies and burglaries

Maintaining Records

Prescription records

Inventory requirements

CFR requires

Biennial inventory

Newly scheduled controlled substance

Ordering controlled substances

Completing order forms

Refusing orders

Cancelling and voiding of official order form

Lost or stolen 222 forms

Controlled substance Ordering System

Ordering Schedule 3-5

Valid Prescription requirements

Paper or oral prescription

Exemption from registration

Fax C2 Prescriptions

Exceptions for written C2 only

recordkeeping for refill C3-C5

Electronic recordkeeping of controlled substances

Transfer of Schedule 3-5

Dispensing Requirements

Emergency dispensing

Dispensing without prescription

Ryan Haight Act

Online Pharmacy

Reporting

Central fill pharmacy

Long term Care

5% rule

USPS mailing requirements

SLCP - Scheduled Listeed Chemical Products

License Reinstatement requirements

Approval of CE program

CE Program Hours

Presenting to health professionals

Patient education training program

Licensing Requirements

Reciprocity applicants

Temporary practice permit

Foreign graduate

Pharmacy manager

Inactive Credential or Expired license
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Retired Pharmacist license

Professional responsibilities

Unprofessional conduct

Prescriptive Authority

Monitoring of drug therapy by pharmacists

AIDs prevention hours

Emergency Drug Kit

Drug facilities

Pharmaceutical services

Schedule 2 drugs nursing home

Continuation of drug therapy

Reporting dependencce

Pharmacies' responsibilities

Pharmacy license notification requirements

New pharmacy registration

Clinic dispensaries

Emergency Action

Refusal to permit inspection

Returns or Exchange of drugs

Exceptions to returns/exchange rule

Prescription department

Physical standards of pharmacies

Inspections

Poison control

Prescription labeling

Patient counseling

Always child resistant except

Closing a pharmacy

Medication dose pack

Electronic transfer of prescription information

Schedule 2 electronic

fax machines

Electronic system board approval

Electronic storage

Class 100 environment

Physical requirements of parenteral area

Patient profile contains

Antineoplastic medications

Clinical Services

Quality assurance

Pharmacy responsibilities of drug distribution

Facility responsibilities

Absence of a pharmacist from hospital

Emergency outpatient medications

Schedule 2 in hospital

Destruction of Schedule 2

Administration of Meds
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Medical system record

Confidentiality and Security of data

Drug Sample prohibitions

Compounding Drugs

Special preparation products

Compounding controls

Transferring drug supply

Export Wholesaler

Drug Price disclosure

Drug samples

Ephedrine exemption

Theophylline restrictions

OTC imprint regulation

Euthanasia

Pre-euthanasia sedation

Record keeping and reports

Chemical capture programs

Utilization plans

Non-Resident Pharmacies

Extended Care ( SNF)

Destroying drugs

OBRA Act

Patient profile Home IV Therapy

Nuclear Pharmacies

Nuclear Labeling requirements

Inner container

Any Prescription in or out of state

Mid-level practitioners, no out of state prescriptions

Protocol

Expired license or dead prescriber

Adulterated drug

Misbranded drug

FDA Books

Suboxone for addiction




